How to promote green solutions among the youth?

A FIRST STEP TO THE GLOBAL YOUTH ASSEMBLY

Tuesday, 29 June 2021 | Online event

6.00 pm | CONFERENCE
Marie-Claire Graf
Children and Youth Constituency of United Nations Climate Change, YOUNGO

Anne Mahrer
Co-president of “Senior Women for Climate Protection Switzerland”

With the participation of Mike Horn

7.30-9.00 pm | WORKSHOPS

Conference in English without interpretation

Follow us on social media and trigger change!
@genevayouthcall

www.geneva-youth-call.com
How to promote green solutions among the youth?

A FIRST STEP TO THE GLOBAL YOUTH ASSEMBLY

The Geneva Youth Call, a project initiated by a group of students from the Bachelor in International Relations at the University of Geneva, invites you to contribute and debate on environmental issues during this online conference followed by workshops.

Environmental protection is at the center of many debates around the world, and youth plays a major role in this highlighting. Anne Mahrer and Marie-Claire Graf will present their commitment through legal and political actions and share their views on youth-led environmental movements and the solutions they propose. This conference aims to inspire every generation to realize the importance of getting involved and to start the adventure that is climate protection. Thus, the support of the explorer Mike Horn is evident to remind us that the adventures, whatever their nature, are at the core of every project.

This conference is the first step towards the Global Youth Assembly which will take place in Geneva this autumn and where a Youth Charter will be adopted. After the talks, through workshops, the Geneva Youth Call invites the world’s youth (15-30 years old) to exchange its visions and solutions to (re)green the planet, draw a new Charter and organize the Assembly to address global issues.

Follow the conference and register for workshops on the website www.geneva-youth-call.com